In §3 of his paper, Algebras which do not possess a finite basis ^ J. H. M. Wedderburn gives a set of postulates and definitions for an algebra. The question of the possibility of adjoining an identity to such an algebra arises. The purpose of the present paper is to show that this adjunction is always possible.
In §3 of his paper, Algebras which do not possess a finite basis ^ J. H. M. Wedderburn gives a set of postulates and definitions for an algebra. The question of the possibility of adjoining an identity to such an algebra arises. The purpose of the present paper is to show that this adjunction is always possible.
It may be seen from the arguments that Theorems 1 and 2 remain true if the term algebra be replaced by one implying a set of elements of which it is assumed only that it is an abelian group under addition and a semi-group under multiplication.The proof of Theorem 3 employs a distributive property, as will be indicated. If x is an element of A and n is a positive rational integer, let nx = xn denote the sum x+x+ • • • +x (n summands) and let ( -n)x = x( -n) denote the same sum as n ( -x) . Let Ox Let B denote the set of all pairs (n, x) where n is a rational integer and x is an element of A. Suppose that (n, x) + (m, y) = (n+m, x+y) . Then B is an abelian group under addition. Let (n, x) (m, y) = (nm, ny+mx+xy) .
Then B is an algebra and the subset A' of B consisting of all the elements of B of the form (0, x) is isomorphic with A and is invariant in B. Let / denote the element (1, 0) of B; (1, 0) (n, x) = (n, x) (1, 0) = (n, x) for every n and x.
The multiplication in B is distributive, associative and distributive, commutative, respectively, provided the same is true for il. If x is an element of A and m is a positive integer, it follows from (1) that A contains an element y such my -x; let y be denoted by x/m ; it follows from (2) that x/m is unique.
If r is a rational number, let r = m/n, where m and n are integers and n is positive. Let rx = xr = m(x/n) for each element x of A. Then rx is unique, for suppose that m and n have been chosen relatively prime and let k denote a positive integer, then
and the equality of the brackets follows from (2).
Let B denote the set of all pairs (r, x) where r is a rational number and x is an element of A. Under the following rules for addition and multiplication B is an algebra: The set of all the elements of B of the form (r, 0) is a proper subalgebra of B isomorphic with the rational field.
The multiplication in B is distributive, associative and distributive, commutative, respectively, provided the same is true for A.
THEOREM 3. If A is an algebra subject to condition (2) of Theorem 2, there exists an algebra B which contains a subalgebra isomorphic with A and such that, if b is an element of B and n is a positive rational integer, B contains a unique element c such that nc = b.
In the set D of all pairs (r, x), where r is a rational number and x is an element of A, (r, x) will be said to be equivalent to (r f , x') if svx = tux', where r = s/t and r f = u/v, and where s, t, u and v are integers and / and v are positive. This relation will be denoted by (r, x)~(r', x f ). From the hypothesis concerning A it follows that the equivalence of (r, x) and (r', x f ) is independent of the choice of rational expressions for r and r'.
(1) (r, *)~(r, *).
(2) If (r, x)~(r', x'), then (r', #')~(f> %)• (3) If (r, #)~(r', x') and (r', #')~0'"> #")> then also (r> #)~ (r", x"). Let r = s/t, r' = u/v, r" = p/q; s, t, u, v, p, q integers and />0, v>0, q>0 . If svx = tux f and uqx' = vpx", then *svqx = tuqx' and tuqx' = tvpx" ) hence svqx -tvpx" and therefore sg# = ^x".
Let (r, x) + (r', #') = (l/(ft;), $z/#+/w#'), where r = s/t, r ' = u/v; s y t, u, v integers and t, v positive. If (r', x')~(r", x") , then (r, x) + (r / , x')~(r } x) + (r", x"). Let r" = p/q\ p y q integers and g>0. Then (r, *) + (r", *") = (l/(/g), sqx+ptx"). By hypothesis uqx f -vpx". Hence we have tuqx' -tvpx" and therefore
It follows that if (r, *0~(r"', *'") and (r', *')~(r", *"), then (r, *) + (r', x')~('"', *"') + ('". *").
Let (r, x)(r', x') = (rr', xx f ). Then if (r', x')~(r n , x"), (r, x)(r', #')~(r> x)(r" i x").
For by hypothesis ^gx' = z;£#" and hence uqxx ' =vpxx" (r = s/t, r' = u/v, r" =p/q as before), and hence* stuqxx ' = stvpxx''. Similarly (r',x') (r, x) ~(r n ,x")(r 9 x). Hence if (r, *)~(r'", *'"), then (r, *)(r', *')~('"'. *'") • (r",*").
For each rational number w let w(r, x) = (r, x)ze> = (wr, x). For each (r, x) of D let C( r ,ao denote the class of all pairs (r', x') of Z? such that (r', xO^Cf, #). Then C (r . ta .) -C ( ,.",*") if, and only if, (r, x)^(>", x"). Let C( r , x) + C(r> t x>) = C( r ,x)+(r' t x') and let C(r,aoC(r',»') = C (r ,x)(r',x') .'\ These products and sums are unique. For each rational number w let «/C( f ,x)= [C<r,*)]w * To establish this equation and the corresponding one implied by the succeeding expressions in the text, it is sufficient to assume that if n is a positive rational integer and x and y are elements of A, then x(ny)=*nxy and (ny)x -n(yx). That this is a distributive property is seen from the definition of ny.
t For convenience the ordinary symbols for addition and multiplication are retained, although the operations are not the ones they would ordinarily indicate for classes. Multiplication in B is associative, commutative, distributive, respectively, if the same is true for A.
